Affina® Sleepers

The Affina Collection brings to life the finer points of line and movement, function and sophistication. Designed by Dan Cramer and Paul James, Affina reflects an aesthetic that speaks to all environments by articulating a timeless vision.

Bridging visual continuity from the lobby and waiting room into the patient room, Affina sleepers are designed with patients, family, and staff in mind. Affina sleepers offer convenient under-seat storage for personal items or bedding for overnight guests. Sit comfortably, sleep soundly, and convert between the two with ease.

Upholstered arms imbue a soft elegance; optional arm caps in wood or solid surface further enhance style. Add creative distinction to Affina sleepover seating with contrasting fabrics from a variety of high-performance textiles, including Pallas® Textiles, KI ingrades, or COM. Affina is offered with a standard lifetime warranty to ensure years of use.

Among the industry’s most comprehensive healthcare lounge collections, the Affina Collection also includes lounge seating, guest seating, multiple seating, occasional tables, medical recliners, and patient seating.

Learn more about Affina Sleeper

Easy one-step transition from seat to sleep position

Drawer pull available in Black Gloss, Blue Grey, Sand, or Warm Grey

Space-saving storage compartment

Optional casters

Specifications

Lounge Sleeper (ALF)
W35.5" D35.5" H34.5"
Seat: W27.25" D20" 17.75"
Arm: H26.5"

Overall unit depth when opened: 81"
Sleep surface depth when opened: 76.5"

Loveseat Sleeper (ALSS)
W64.75" D35.5" H34.5"
Seat: W57" D20" 17.75"
Arm: H26.5"

Easy one-step transition from seat to sleep position

Drawer pull available in Black Gloss, Blue Grey, Sand, or Warm Grey

Space-saving storage compartment

Optional casters

Learn more about Affina Sleeper
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